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❏ Key facts about DataverseNO
❏ Experiences from our work on CoreTrustSeal certification






❏ is a national, generic repository for open research data;
❏ is curated, aligned with the FAIR principles (cf. Conzett 2020), and 
CoreTrustSeal-certified;
❏ runs on the Dataverse software;
❏ is operated at UiT The Arctic University of Norway, and thereby
❏ the northernmost Dataverse repository in the world.
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… a national repository
❏ Institutional Focused (cf. Schlatter 
& Ji, 2021)
❏ Currently 9 partner institutions (+ a 
new one coming later this month...)
❏ Universities and university colleges
❏ But also open for (individual) 
researchers from other Norwegian 
research organizations
❏ Contains currently data from 
researchers affiliated with approx. 40 
Norwegian organizations
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… a generic repository
❏ Data from all 
domains of science
❏ Graph shows 
distribution across 
domains
❏ High numbers within 
Physics and Earth 
Sciences are due to 
large time series.
❏ Apart from time 
series: Mostly 
background data for 
publications.
Numbers as of May 15, 2021
Note: Many datasets are 
classified as belonging to 
more than one domain.
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DataverseNO is one among many repositories ...
Based on the OpenAIRE Guides for Researchers, UiT gives the following advice 
to its researchers on how to select a data repository:
1. Funder or journal may require to use a specific repository.
2. Repository already established for your research domain. May use the 
re3data registry to find a suitable repository.
3. UiT’s institutional collection within DataverseNO.






To demonstrate its commitment to FAIR data stewardship and 
trustworthy and sustainable repository management, DataverseNO has 




The CoreTrustSeal evaluates the 
trustworthiness and sustainability of 
data repositories based on a 
self-assessment of requirements (R) 




❏ R03. Continuity of Access
❏ R04. Confidentiality/Ethics
❏ R05. Organizational Infrastructure
❏ R06. Expert Guidance
Digital Object Management:
❏ R07. Data Integrity and Authenticity
❏ R08. Appraisal
❏ R09. Documented Storage Procedures
❏ R10. Preservation Plan
❏ R11. Data Quality
❏ R12. Workflows
❏ R13. Data Discovery and Identification
❏ R14. Data Reuse
Technology:
❏ R15. Technical Infrastructure
❏ R16. Security 11
Our application process
❏ Started working on the application early in 2018.
❏ Three people from the library (repository managers) with help from IT dpt.
❏ None of us had done this kind of self-assessment before.
❏ Divided CoreTrustSeal requirements between us, followed by common 
discussion.
❏ Submitted (first version of) application at the end of June 2018.
❏ Submitted two more versions based on valuable feedback from consultants.
❏ Obtained the CoreTrustSeal at the end of March 2020.
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Main challenges
❏ We wanted to certify the entire repository. The distributed 
organisation, including multiple institutional collections, caused some 
challenges. (Note: DataverseNO and DataverseNL have different 
organizational models.)
❏ To establish a fully-fledged preservation plan was another challenge.
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Data and metadata quality (e.g. R08, R11)
Challenge: How to ensure data and metadata quality across collections?
Approach:
❏ Define one set of common policies and guidelines to be applied to all 
data. This includes:
❏ DataverseNO Policy Framework (covering access and use, accession, deposit, 
preservation), fleshed out in the
❏ DataverseNO Guidelines (aimed at depositors, curators, administrators)
❏ All datasets are curated by research data support staff before publication 
to ensure compliance with deposit guidelines.
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Organizational infrastructure (R05)
Responsibility for collection management and data curation is distributed among partner 
institutions. 
Challenge: How to ensure that sufficient resources and qualified staff are allocated for 
maintaining each collection?
Approach:
❏ DataverseNO partner agreement obliges partner institutions to manage their 
collections in compliance with common policies and guidelines.
But: This approach is not sufficient for level 4. CoreTrustSeal consultants ask for more 
specific documentation of resources and qualifications. We’ll have to revise some of our 
documentation, and probably point to a common skills framework.
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Preservation Plan (R10)
Challenge: How to define a preservation plan containing specific 
preservation actions? All certified repositories have high-level preservation 
policies, but we could not find detailed plans for any of the certified 
repositories.
Approach:
❏ Create preservation plan based on Becker et al. (2009): Systematic 
planning for Digital Preservation: evaluating potential strategies and 
building preservation plans, and other resources
❏ Challenging work, because there were no good existings examples for 
research data repositories.
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Where to get help?
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Dataverse Software Guide for CoreTrustSeal Certification
The Dataverse Project community has written a guide to help Dataverse 
repositories apply for the CoreTrustSeal certification.
The guide describes how the core functionality and design principles of all 4.0+ 
versions of the Dataverse software, as well as the Dataverse community itself, 
can help complete most sections in the most recent version of the CoreTrustSeal 
application.
https://dataverse.org/cts-guide
But remember: Much of the CoreTrustSeal requirements is about policies and good 
routines.
Join us at the Dataverse Community Meeting 2021 (session on CoreTrustSeal, 
Introduction to Dataverse, and much more …) and at Open Repositories 2021 
(session on CoreTrustSeal).
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Help from other projects and communities?
How could EOSC-Nordic, EOSC, CODATA, FAIRsFAIR, GO FAIR, RDA, etc. help 
repositories to fulfill certification requirements?
For example by establishing common frameworks for
❏ preferred file formats for long-term preservation
❏ preservation plans
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Thank you for listening!
DataverseNO repository: Dataverse software:
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